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ABSTRACT   

MANIFEST is a multi-object fibre positioner for the Giant Magellan Telescope that uses ‘Starbug’ robots to accurately 

position fibre units across the telescope’s focal plane. MANIFEST, when coupled to the telescope’s planned seeing-

limited instruments, GMACS and GCLEF, offers access to: larger fields of view; higher multiplex gains; versatile focal 

plane reformatting of the focal plane via multiple integral-field-units; increased spectral resolution using image-slicers; 

the capability for simultaneous observations with multiple instruments;  the possibility of a gravity-invariant spectrograph 

mounting; the potential for OH suppression via fiber systems in the near-infrared; and the versatility of adding new 

instruments in the future. We have now completed the pre-concept phase for MANIFEST. This phase has focused on 

developing the science case and requirements, further developing high risk aspects of the instrument design, designing 

the opto-mechanical interfaces to the GMACS and GCLEF instruments, and detailing the interfaces to the GMT.    

Keywords: fibre positioner, fibre positioning systems, Starbugs, GMT 

1. INTRODUCTION  

MANIFEST is a facility multi-object fibre system for the Giant Magellan Telescope, which uses ‘Starbug’ fibre 

positioning robots [1] to capture light from the telescope focal plane. This light can be routed to the entrance slit of any 

spectrograph. MANIFEST provides modes giving a wider field of view, a higher multiplex, and/or a higher spectral 

resolution than is available to the spectrograph in its stand-alone configuration, thus enhancing the scientific potential for 

the GMT. 

The Prototyping Design Study phase for MANIFEST focussed on developing a working prototype of a Starbugs system 

called TAIPAN [2,3], for the UK Schmidt Telescope (UKST). The design for TAIPAN incorporates 150 optical fibres 

situated within independently-controlled robotic Starbug positioners, allowing precise parallel positioning of every fibre, 

thus significantly reducing instrument configuration time and increasing the amount of observing time relative to 

sequential systems. The TAIPAN project also included a new spectrograph and telescope upgrade.  

In the MANIFEST instrument concept [4,5,6], Starbugs are adhered via vacuum force to a glass field plate at the 

telescope focal plane. Each Starbug consists of a concentric pair of piezoelectric tubes. High voltage waveforms applied 

to the piezo electrodes move the Starbugs across the glass field plate. A closed-loop metrology system provides high 

accuracy to the location. Each Starbug houses fore-optics that converts the telescope focal ratio and injects the focal 

plane image into optical fibres. Starbug units can either be image-slicers (to allow higher spectral resolution modes) or 

integral-field units (for spatially resolved spectroscopy) or a combination. Starbug fibres will feed the GCLEF [7] high 

resolution optical spectrograph and the GMACS [8] moderate resolution multi-object spectrograph.  
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2. SCIENCE WITH MANIFEST 

2.1 Science Drivers 

The advent of multi-object spectrographs and IFUs during the last two decades has transformed the fields of galactic 

archaeology, stellar astrophysics, galaxy kinematics, formation and evolution, and cosmology. MANIFEST offers the 

prospect of bringing this transformative power to an ELT, with order-of-magnitude increases in sample sizes and/or sky 

coverage. The key science themes for MANIFEST are as follows: 

 archaeology and stellar chemistry: including galactic archaeology of extreme metal poor stars, stars in the 

galactic stream and in the Local Group, stellar associations in open clusters, mapping the stellar halo for Galaxy 

assembly studies, and, potentially, polarimetry for stars, dust, and planet formation; 

 spatially resolved galaxies: including galaxy stellar kinematic studies, the mass assembly of galaxies, and gas 

kinematics of faint absorption galaxies in emission;  

 nearby galaxies: including chemical evolution of dwarf galaxies via element abundance studies, and performing 

emission line mapping of the circumgalactic medium; 

 high redshift galaxies: unveiling the reionisation epoch using Lyα emitters, studying the peak of star formation 

to the epoch of reionisation through rest-frame UV emission of massive stars, tomography of the intergalactic 

medium, and studies of the first galaxies in the cosmic web; and 

 the transient universe: transient (i.e., supernovae, astroids etc) follow-up, and gamma ray burst follow-up of 

afterglows and their host galaxies. 

The above science cases will drive the science requirements for MANIFEST. The topics listed, however, are not a 

complete list of possible benefits to the science community. We believe they are representative of the science 

requirements for other topics at the moment. 

2.2 Modes of Operation 

The capabilities of the various modes offered in the baseline MANIFEST concept are drawn from the science 

requirements. Table 1 gives a summary of the various modes in terms of format, multiplex, spatial sampling, field of 

view and spectral resolution. See Figure 1 for a schematic representation of the MANIFEST glass field plate with all 

these modes installed. Note that when MANIFEST is used with GMACS, each mode can have different resolution and 

wavelength range depending on the VPH gratings and incidence angle that the instrument is set to. Note that additional 

high-resolution and monolithic IFU modes for GMACS are also being considered and may be added.  

Table 1. MANIFEST modes 

Mode Instrument Mode # Star-

bugs 

Fibres/ 

Starbug 

FoV per 

Starbug 

Sampling 

per fibre 

Spectral 

Resolution 

Bandwith 

Broadband GCLEF A 3 1 0.7″–1.0″ 0.7″–1.0″ up to 40K full spectrum 

Multi-band GCLEF B 21 1 0.7″–1.0″ 0.7″–1.0″ up to 40K a few orders 

Narrow-

band 

GCLEF C 54 1 0.7″–1.0″ 0.7″–1.0″ up to 40K one order 

High 

multiplex 

GMACS A 380 1 0.75″ 0.75″ 500-6K  350–950 nm 

Image 

slicing 

GMACS B 100 7 1.5″ 0.4″ 1K–11K  350–950 nm 

Multi-IFU GMACS C 19 37 3″ 0.4″ 1K–11K  350–950 nm 
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The total design complement of Starbugs for MANIFEST is 900. The total number of currently allocated Starbugs is 

577. This leaves spare capacity for possible upgrades to new modes or for new instruments in the future. Already a 

number of modes are proposed for a near-infrared spectrograph and for optical spectro-polarimetry. These additional 

modes are likely to require more than 110 Starbugs. Further details on the spectographs is required before finalising the 

specifications for these additional modes.  

 

Figure 1. Field plate layout for the full complement of Starbugs with symbols approximately to scale for a 20′ field plate. 

3. MANIFEST INSTRUMENT DESIGN 

3.1 MANIFEST Structure Assembly 

The MANIFEST instrument (Figure 2) fits within a GMT Instrument Mounting Frame, that is located in one of the 

telescopes Direct Gregorian Instrument ports. The pre-conceptual design of the instrument has a total mass of ~2500 kg 

but this figure is likely a significant underestimate as the models and materials are yet to be fully defined. For 

accessibility and to optimize the space within the frame, MANIFEST will have a permanent work platform that splits the 

IMF. The MANIFEST IMF has a volume of ~44m3. 

The upper section will support the glass field plate assembly, the MANIFEST positioner, and the fibre cable feed. At 

present fibres are split into 3 interface areas where they feed to either GMACS or GCLEF. Additional electronics racks 

and utilities handling will also be added into this area. 

The lower area of the MANIFEST Instrument Mounting Frame space will be used to house the GCLEF filter box 

assembly and associated cable support. It also has additional space for electronics enclosures and other utilities as 

required. One key component that may be required in this area is a backup vacuum system. The vibration from a system 

such as this will have to be fully analysed and active dampening will be required.  
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Figure 2. MANIFEST within its Instrument Mounting Frame. 

3.2 Glass Field Plate and Wide Field Corrector 

MANIFEST cannot be used at the bare direct Gregorian focus, because of the extreme non-pupil-centricity. A minimum 

of two lenses are required to give a pupil-centric focal surface without gross chromatic aberrations, and this also allows 

an increase in the field-of-view to ~12. Additional lenses allow an ADC action to be included, as well as a further 

increase in the field-of-view.  

MANIFEST was originally envisaged to operate with a 20 field-of-view in conjunction with a WFC-ADC. The baseline 

design for this is a 6-element design, including an ADC action via Risley prisms. The option has the last corrector lens 

just above the MANIFEST glass field plate inside the MANIFEST instrument volume. Because of concerns about cost 

and glass availability, an alternative all-silica 3-lens CLADC (Compensating Lateral ADC) design was developed. In this 

design the last lens is also just above the glass field plate. Additionally, to satisfy the option of operating a reduced field 

MANIFEST without an ADC, a minimal 2-lens design has also been developed where the second lens is the glass field 

plate and both lenses are inside the MANIFEST Instrument Mounting Frame.  

Currently we are considering the trade-off between these versions of the optical design. The baseline version may have 

issues with manufacturability. The CLADC version has superior performance though has some implication for the 

operations and interfaces with the telescope. The reduced field version is lowest cost and risk but has significant penalty 

to the science.  
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3.3 MANIFEST Positioner Assembly 

The Positioner Assembly incorporates the mounting cells for the last element of corrector and the MANIFEST glass field 

plate. Below the glass field plate is the MANIFEST Module Assembly. This is made up of three racks, with each rack 

accepting ten Starbug modules. Each rack has a single cable connection to a switch-card backplane. The backplanes are 

unconventional as they are flexible and their 10 connectors are mounted in a stepped configuration.  

Each module position in the Module Assembly is supplied with lines of switched vacuum, switched compressed air lines 

for cradle deployment and retraction, and ambient tracking chilled fluid lines for cooling. The central hole in the module 

assembly can accommodate 3 x 39 mm extra-large Starbugs. 

There are three main parts in the fixed Module Assembly: (1) the frame that supports backplanes, (2) 30 Modules, (3) the 

cable management comb, as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. MANIFEST module assembly. 

  

 

Figure 4. Pneumatic Starbug cradle assembly showing simulated Starbug (left) and self-adjustment (right). 

The existing field allows us to fit up to 30 modules each with 30 sockets, giving 900 Starbug positions in total. Each 

socket has a vacuum control so the module can be partially populated or deployed. Switch cards are included within the 

Module to reduce connector wiring. Vacuum is configurable within the module from 4 switched manifolds to the 30 
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sockets. Generally this would correspond to spectrograph fibres connected to this module, but allows individually 

selectable or a selectable sub-group of Starbugs.  

Each Starbug is mounted in its own pneumatic cradle (Figure 4). During a deploy sequence, the modules will move up so 

they are within the set range for the pneumatic cradles to reach the glass field plate. The activation of the cradles then 

pushes the Starbugs up to the field plate and compresses the cradle pistons. Retraction of the Starbugs requires Starbugs 

to return to their adhesion positions on the glass field plate as the Starbugs must be returned to their own cradle. Once a 

Starbug is in position, the cradle can be deployed and the vacuum switched to allow the Starbug to be safely removed.  

The cable management comb prevents cable tangle and ensures retraction while the module assemblies move toward the 

glass field plate. It would be preferable to have the movement of the cable management comb mechanically coupled 

rather than have additional motors which follow at half the speed.  

3.4 MANIFEST Starbugs Assembly 

The Starbug is the deployment mechanism for the fibre optic, and is customisable to suit the optical payload. The current 

TAIPAN Starbug configuration is a 5 mm diameter inner piezo tube, and a 8 mm diameter outer piezo tube, for a single 

science fibre. The science fibre ferrule is a standard Thorlabs component, which allows interfacing to the Starbug via a 

standard Thorlabs ferrule mating sleeve. This interface will be developed further for the MANIFEST Starbugs, with the 

ferrule or microlens array cell directly mounting to a standardised interface for all MANIFEST Starbugs. The current 

MANIFEST baseline configuration (Figure 5) is a 8 mm diameter inner piezo tube, and a 12 mm diameter outer piezo 

tube. However, with ongoing prototyping of the fibre bundle and fore-optics, that Starbug size will change to suit the 

optical payload. 

A vacuum study for the MANIFEST instrument has determined the operating pump pressure and flow rate. This is based 

on a trade study of total Starbug mass versus required vacuum pump pressure, which provides a mass budget for the 

ongoing development of the Starbugs. The material research and development for structural and optical sub-assembly 

components are ongoing, and are considerate of the ambient atmospheric condition at the GMT Las Campanas 

Observatory site. There is ongoing research into the most stable mounting of the metrology fibres, with an emphasis on 

design-for-manufacture, and developing a process for quality control during mass-production for MANIFEST. The 

TAIPAN instrument has been a valuable prototype for material research and development, particularly to understand the 

mechanical wear and identify the failure modes of the Starbugs. 

 

Figure 5. A side-by-side comparison of a TAIPAN class Starbug (left) and MANIFEST Starbug (right). Note, this 

MANIFEST Starbug prototype does not have a mounted optical payload. 
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The operation of the TAIPAN instrument has shown the importance of fully removable Starbugs for replacement on-sky. 

It is expected that a MANIFEST Starbug, whether single- bundle- or guide-Starbug configuration will be fully 

connectorised at the interface to the vacuum manifold or electrical connection to facilitate a quick replacement during 

Observatory day-time maintenance tasks.  

3.5 Science Fibre System 

The corrected Gregorian focus of the GMT is ~f/8.1. Its plate scale is about 1mm/arcsec and it is curved with ~3 m 

radius.  This is too slow to use efficiently with fibres. Some form of focal-reducing fore-optics is required which both de-

magnifies the entrance aperture and allows for a better coupling to fibre numerical aperture that minimizes losses from 

focal ratio degradation. The numerical aperture of fibre that is proposed for GMACS and GCLEF is 0.22 which 

corresponds to f/2.3. The fore-optics shall be designed with an f/8.1 to f/3.2 conversion. A similar conversion is required 

but in reverse at the slit of the spectrographs, which are designed to operate with the native GMT focus.    

Since the MANIFEST will have different operation modes, each has its own size of IFUs. Figure 6 shows samples of 

MANIFEST IFUs for GMACS and GCLEF, in which either single or different size of IFUs will be used depending on 

different science.   

 

Figure 6. Samples of MANIFEST IFUs for GMACS and GCLEF. 

There are two fore-optics designs which target one object (one fibre) and multiple objects (tens of fibres bundle together) 

individually. For each a number of designs are being considered. The IFU can use a single microlens arrays for direct 

pupil imaging where fibres are attached to the second surface of the microlens array directly. Alternatively, a double 

microlens array with an air space can be used to improve telecentricity and fill factor. For the single object mode, 

macrolenses are used. Either a single conic lens or an air spaced doublet is found to meet requirements. All options are to 

be futher traded off in a later project phase.  

Preliminary fibre routing design indicates that the approximate length of fibres is 20 m and 40 m from the telescope focal 

surface to GMACS and GCLEF respectively. At the telescope focal surface the fibre ends are held by the positioners. At 

the slit end the fibres are split into 3 sets and fed to both GCLEF and GMACS spectrograph. The nominal allocation of 

fibres includes a total of 1861, with 78 routed to GCLEF and 1783 routed GMACS. Given that fore-/post-optics are in 

any case required, there is then some freedom in choosing fibre diameters and input speeds. The fibres will likely be 

Polymicro FBP or Ceramoptec Optran WF. 

3.6 MANIFEST Guiding system 

The GMT built-in Acquisition, Guiding, and Wavefront-sensing System (AGWS) system uses 4 sensors with a field-of-

view of 30″. It can provide the telescope initial acquisition and do guided pointing with an accuracy of 0.2″. The AGWS 

sits above the gregorian instrument rotator and thus is above the MANIFEST glass field plate and any optics of the 

WFC/ADC leading to non-common path errors.   

An additional set of guide probes will be located at the MANIFEST fibre surface (i.e., on the glass field plate). These 

probes provide the following functions: 
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 They provide a mechanism to precisely determine the optimal field plate alignment and orientation for best 

image quality, i.e., to take care of the tip-tilt of the glass field plate with respect to the MANIFEST instrument 

mounting frame. 

 They provide a robust reference frame (in-field plate fiducials) to improve the position accuracy of the science 

fibres based on an astrometric solution for a given telescope field pointing. 

 They provide a mechanism to measure offsets between AGWS probes and the focal plane caused by flexure that 

is likely to be telescope-orientation dependent.  

 They provide the ability to perform fast instrument focus operations, and the ability to perform diagnostics such 

as monitoring the seeing, image quality and sky extinction over the field throughout the night for improved 

science results. 

It is likely that MANIFEST will output a relatively slow (0.03 Hz) update to the AGWS for changes to tracking 

information. It remains to be determined what other interactions exist between the MANIFEST guide system and the 

AGWS system for the telescope. It is likely MANIFEST requires its own flexure compensation systems to remove 

residual tip-tilt on the MANIFEST GFP. This will be studied in more detail in the next project phase.   

The MANIFEST guide bundle system will comprise a set of 19 guide Starbugs. Each Starbug uses a coherent fibre 

bundle. All bundles are grouped together and reimages onto a single CCD camera. Polymer bundles were used in the 

TAIPAN instrument. For MANIFEST we propose glass bundles such as the Fujikura FIGH-10-350s (see Figure 7).  

    

Figure 7. Guide Starbug from the TAIPAN instrument using polymer (left) and test glass bundle for MANIFEST (right). 

 

Figure 8. Proposed location for the metrology cameras under the telescope M1 cell.  
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3.7 MANIFEST Metrology System 

To satisfy the requirements of MANIFEST, the metrology system needs to measure the Starbugs position on the field 

plate with an accuracy better than 30 µm (3σ rms). The Metrology System must achieve this measurement over the entire 

field plate, having a diameter of 1200 mm (20′) but also over the reduced field mode. The metrology accuracy 

measurement tolerance translates to an angular on-sky positional determination better than 0.03″ or approx. 0.35% 

relative loss in flux in median seeing conditions of 0.65″. 

The pre-concept design study makes the following key recommendations: 

 The preferred location for the metrology cameras is outside the perimeter of the science beam fixed under the 

M1 mirror cell, directly imaging the field plate (Figure 8). At least three cameras are required.  

 A custom-designed optic is required in front of each metrology camera to enable focus of the glass field plate 

surface when imaged through the GMT bulk optics. 

 Fiducials are required around the field plate perimeter, and imaging bundles should be distributed across the 

field plate positioned on astrometric targets. This will improve the metrology model, the glass field plate 

alignment and the instrument focus. 

 The MANIFEST metrology toolkit and metrology lab-demonstrator should be further utlised for future 

metrology development. 

3.8 MANIFEST Control Hardware System 

The MANIFEST instrument control hardware includes the electronics to control the Starbugs fibre positioner, the 

Starbugs support system and other MANIFEST ancillary electrical and electronic systems. 

From an electronics control perspective, the MANIFEST instrument contains the following actuators and sensors: 

 900 Starbugs, configured as 30 modules with 30 bugs on each module. Each bug has 7 piezo actuator electrode 

connections and 2 metrology LED connections. A module requires at least 270 electrical connections. Extra 

connections are required for “ground” returns, a silicon serial number, and temperature sensors. 

 Each Starbug will have its own vacuum control solenoid and its own vacuum sensor.  

 The Starbugs support system will have a number (TBD) of temperature sensors located around the instrument. 

 The Starbugs support system will have a number (TBD) of servo actuators for mechanism control. 

 The Starbugs vacuum system will have one or more control solenoids and a number of vacuum sensors. 

 MANIFEST has one or more backup vacuum pumps. 

 MANIFEST has 3 or 4 metrology cameras. These cameras will have GigE interfaces, and may require a power 

supply unit to provide external power or to inject power via PoE into the camera.  

 There is a guide camera that will require a power supply. 

 There will be up to 50 fiducial markers (LED driven) for field plate reference. The intensity of each LED will 

be separately controllable. 

 Several internal and external interlocks will be needed: internal – Starbug ‘high voltage’ enable, disable and 

stop, external – movement of MANIFEST interlocked if GMACS is deployed in to the MANIFEST space. 

 MANIFEST contains the GCLEF filter unit, which contains a filter wheel and back illumination. 

The electronics control (shown in  Figure 9) is categorised in the following subsystems: 

 Starbugs positioner control electronics, which includes: Starbug control electronics, Starbug modules, Drive 

electronics to module interconnects; 

 Starbugs support electronics, which includes: deployment actuators, and vacuum controls, and; 
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 MANIFEST ancillary electronic and electrical controls, which includes: vacuum pumps, fiducial illumination 

control, cameras, and other instrument units. 

 

Figure 9. MANIFEST control electronics block diagram. 

3.9 MANIFEST Software Control System 

The MANIFEST software design will be an evolution on the design for the TAIPAN instrument, using what we have 

learned from TAIPAN and adding the design differences and requirements that are specific to MANIFEST.  

The MANIFEST software system will be designed to be highly modular, with deliberate separation between the business 

and middleware layers. Inter-process communication within MANIFEST will be carried out via a DRAMA2 middleware 

layer which provides standard process communication, error reporting, parameter monitoring, logging, etc. 

The main software subsystems include: 
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 the Master Controller, responsible for starting and shutting down the software system and ensuring that all 

components are operational; 

 the Instrument Controller, to monitor and control the MANIFEST instrument hardware, deploying the Starbugs 

onto the field plate, and ensuring that vacuum pressure is maintained and the various mechanisms are correctly 

positioned for observation; 

 the Starbug Router, responsible for automatically determining the Starbugs’ cheapest path to target, as they 

independently move in a crowded field;  

 the Starbug Positioner, responsible for the motion of the Starbugs, including their calibration, field 

configuration and any position adjustment required;  

 the Starbug Metrology, for control of the metrology cameras and processes the resulting images to determine 

the location of each Starbug; and  

 the Instrument Simulator, which models the behaviour of several MANIFEST hardware components and 

interfaces. 

3.10  GMACS interface 

When GMACS is used with MANIFEST, a fibre-mask is deployed to feed light into the optical system. The mask will 

have fibres aligned in one or more rows into the GMACS entrance slit focal plane. At least three sets of Starbugs are 

each terminated in a fibre slit that is mounted into a separate fibre mask. These modes cover high multiplex, image-

slicing, and multi-IFU operation. Other modes are still being considered, such as a very high resoution mode, and/or a 

large monolithic IFU mode.  

 

Figure 10. Concept for MANIFEST to GMACS slit mask hand-off.  

To receive the fibre mask, GMACS must be in its stored position within the Gregorian Instrument Rotator and 

MANIFEST must be in the deployed position. MANIFEST will handoff the fibres “pseudo-slit” by sliding them into the 

GMACS rollers next to its slit mask holder. The fibre mask’s grabber will engage with the fibre mask’s detent, which 

will allow for a linear actuator to move the fibre mask into the focal plane – see Figure 10.  

The preferred fibre route between MANIFEST and GMACS is a direct link between the two instruments. A mechanism 

inside the MANIFEST instrument bay inserts the fibre into the GMACS instrument bay. In this case there is not likely to 

be a mechanical interface with GMT (though interlocks will be required), as the fibre route is entirely contained within 

the MANIFEST IMF. A second possible fibre route between MANIFEST and GMACS is a permanent connection that 

travels above the Gregorian Instrument Rotator. This solution has a longer fibre cable and a more complex interface to 

the GMT.  
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Several options are being considered for the optical interface between MANIFEST and GMACS. In the slit mask the f/3 

beam exiting the fibres must be converted back to the GAMCS collimator focal ratio. One option mounts the fibre mask 

vertically with respect to the GMACS slit using a macro-optics relay for the focal ratio conversion. Another option uses 

maco-optics, slitlets, and a prism to reorient the fibres transverse to the slit direction. A third option uses a microlens 

array for the focal ratio conversion.  

3.11  GCLEF interface 

The GCLEF optical fibre cable from the Starbugs modules is routed through interface panel and breakout boxes that then 

terminate to a filter/connector box located in the lower section of the MANIFEST Instrument Mounting Frame. From 

there, the fibre is routed through the Gregorian Instrument Rotator cable wrap and then through the telesocpe C-ring 

cable wrap. The fibres are then routed through a flange in the GCLEF vacuum shell. The total cable length is expected to 

be ~40 m.  

Inside the GCLEF cryostat the fibres are terminated in three columns at the spectrograph slit, parallel with the fibres used 

for the native operating modes for GCLEF, as shown in Figure 11. Post-optics for the MANIFEST fibres will use a 

similar concept as for the other GCLEF fibres to convert the fibre beam of ~f/3 to the GCLEF collimator focal ratio.  

 

Figure 11. Schematic of GCLEF slit showing fibres allocated to all operating modes.  

The GCLEF filter box is designed to accommodate appropriate filtering and selection for the modes of operation through 

a series of filter wheels and reimaging optics. The proposed modes include:  

A. 3 single objects (Starbugs) with full wavelength coverage; 
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B. 21 single objects (Starbugs) with dual passband coverage; and 

C. 2 sets of 27 single objects (Starbugs) with single-order narrowband coverage. 

The first two modes share a filter wheel. The third mode requires two separate filter wheels.  

Mode A uses only the central three fibres of the first slit column. Each fibre belongs to a single Starbug. All other fibres 

are blocked in this mode. This operation mode gives MANIFEST capability that is similar to the GCLEF native 

operation mode where a full spectrum on both cameras can be observed without any order blending.  

In mode B, the rest of the fibres are arranged in groups of 3 along that slit column. Each group shall be routed to 

different fibre arrays (and Starbugs) which contains 3 fibres each. The maximum number of fibres that one filter shall 

support is limited to 3 to avoid order blending in the GCLEF spectrograph. Each of these filters shall have two passbands 

with one band in the Blue camera wavelength range and one in the Red camera.  

In mode C, two filter wheels shall be designed to dedicate to multi-object observation with very narrow band filters (one 

order of the echelle grating within the red or blue camera wavelength range. The maximum number of fibres that GCLEF 

input slit can support without order blending, when it takes input from MANIFEST is 27. Therefore, 27 Starbugs each 

carry the light from a single objects from MANIFEST. There are two sets of 27, one for each of the spectrograph 

channels. Each filter wheel will nominally contain 12 filters.  

All filter wheels shall be able to control and reposition individually and they shall be designed to reserve a blocking 

position so that when MANIFEST is not in use, no light from any optical path can be transmitted through the GCLEF 

MANIFEST slit to the spectrograph and affect its native operation. It is assumed that MANIFEST will use 300/330/370 

µm (core/cladding/buffer) fibres, similar to the GCLEF standard fibres. When such fibres are fed at F/3, the projected 

angle on the sky is 0.8″, similar to the median seeing at the GMT site. Similar spectral resolution will be obtained with 

MANIFEST to the MR mode of GCLEF.  
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